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1. Introduction. In a recent paper [2] the concept of the module type of
ring K (to be designated t(K)) was introduced. (Throughout this paper any
ring considered will be assumed to have an identity.) It was shown [2; Theorem 2;
115] that if K -- K’ is a unit-preservi,ng homomorphism (for example, if it is an
epimorphism) then t(Kt) _< t(K) under a natural ordering of types. The question
naturally arises as to what types the homomorphic images of a ring may have.
In particular, does there exist a ring K with images of all types t(K)? The
construction given below shows that the answer is affirmative for rings of
arbitrary type. More generally, for any type b there exists a ring K for which
t(K) b such that for an arbitrary sequence of types b > al ), > ao there is
a set of rings K} with t(K) a and with a sequence of epimorphisms K
K1 --* --* K. Moreover, Kmay itself be chosen to be the final image of such a
sequence having any set of types >__ t(K). For the purpose of this construction
a division ring is used. However, any of a fairly wide class of rings will do as
well, and such rings are considered in the final section.

2. Preliminary results. The concept of module type may be somewhat,

generalized as follows" Let (R be a class of rings closed under direct sums and
homomorphisms (that is, direct sums and homomorphic images of members
of remain in ). A map r (R --, $ of (R into a lattice $ is called a type map
if it satisfies conditions: For all R, R

(i) When R1 -- R2 is an epimorphism r(R.) _< r(R1).

(ii) r(R, ( R2) r(R) kJ r(R2).

LEMMX 1. Let I and J be ideals o/a ring K 5. I/JI, then r(K/I)

Proo]. From (i), since K/I is a homomorphic image of K/J.

THEOREM 1. Let I and J be ideals o/a ring K e 5. I/I is maximal, then
r(g/J F3 I) r(g/J) k) r(g/I).

Proo]. LetH I Vh J. If J I, then it follows from Lemma 1 that
r(g/I) <_ r(K/J). Then r(K/H) r(K/J) r(K/J) l,)r(K/I). Thus
assume J g I. By maximality, K J I so that K/J I/H and K/I J/H.
Thus K/H K/J K/I, and the theorem follows from (ii).

COROLLARY 1. In the ring K let J be an ideal and {I}, (i 1, n) a
set o] maximal ideals. Writing H Vh.l I then
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